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Summary

The increasing amount of resources available on current GPUs sparked new interest in the

problem of sharing its resources by different kernels. While new generations of GPUs support

concurrent kernel execution, their scheduling decisions are taken by the hardware at runtime. The

hardware decisions, however, heavily depend on the order at which the kernels are submitted to

execution. In this work, we propose a novel optimization approach to reorder the kernels invo-

cation focusing on maximizing the resources utilization, improving the average turnaround time.

We model the kernel assignments to the hardware resources as a series of knapsack problems

and use a dynamic programming approach to solve them. We evaluate our method using kernels

with different sizes and resource requirements. Our results show significant gains in the aver-

age turnaround time and system throughput compared to the kernels submission implemented in

modern GPUs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are increasingly popular these days due to their higher performance and lower energy consumption compared

with traditional multicore CPUs. GPUs support a massive amount of parallelism at a relatively low cost. The practice of offloading computation to

run on GPUs provides significant acceleration for a wide range of arithmetic-intensive data-parallel applications.

In the case of NVIDIA GPUs and the CUDA programming model, kernels are offloaded to the GPU. The kernel code is executed by multiple parallel

threads running on different GPU cores. The programmer organizes the threads into thread blocks, and the GPU architecture divides the cores

into sets of Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs). Thread blocks are created at runtime, and the GPU scheduler assigns each block to a specific SM for

execution. A thread block cannot migrate between SMs after it is scheduled.

In face of the increasing amount of resources available on current GPUs and the advances in their microarchitecture, an emerging challenge

arises: how to share effectively the GPU resources by different kernels? There was expressive growth in core count, shared memory, registers, and

threads per block limit, but many applications are not ready to take advantage of all these resources. According to the work of Pai et al,1 the Parboil2

benchmark suite uses only from 20% to 70% of the Fermi GPU resources. Adriaens et al2 performed similar studies for 12 real-world applications

and show that most of them exhibit unbalanced GPU resource utilization.

In order to better utilize the GPU hardware resources, new generation NVIDIA GPUs support concurrent kernel execution. Initially, intro-

duced in the Fermi architecture, concurrent kernel execution was somewhat restrictive. Programmers specify kernel independence – by placing

them on different CUDA streams – and the hardware multiplexes the kernels into a work queue. Up to 16 kernels from different streams can

execute simultaneously.3 While this feature was beneficial for increasing the GPU utilization, there were limitations: (i) only kernels of the same
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FIGURE 1 A set of four kernels is submitted to the GPU in two orders

application can execute concurrently, and (ii) the issue order to the work queue matters for concurrency, it can cause false-serialization (if kernel kj

that follows kernel ki on the queue are on the same stream, they have to be complete before additional kernels in separate streams can be executed).

Later, the Kepler architecture tackled these limitations by providing the Hyper-Q technology, where up to 32 hardware queues enable multiple

applications running on different CPU cores to simultaneously utilize the GPU resources.

The Hyper-Q technology allows threads blocks from different streams to share the same resources in the GPU. For example, consider a hypo-

thetical GPU architecture with one SM with 1024 registers, 8 K of shared memory, and a maximum of 1024 threads. Also, consider a kernel ki with 2

thread blocks, each block containing 256 threads and using 2 K of the shared memory, and each thread using 1 register. In this scenario, the SM will

have unused resources: half of the maximum threads, half of the shared memory, and half of the registers. These unused resources can be allocated

to other thread blocks from different kernels (placed on different streams).

The NVIDIA scheduling policy is, however, proprietary, and no information has been made available. There is some speculation that the scheduling

policy follows a left-over strategy.1 The scheduler dispatches the blocks from the first kernel in the first queue. If there are still available resources, the

blocks from the kernels of the next queues are also dispatched in a round-robin fashion. Two kernels from the same queue, however, are dispatched

in sequential order. The problem with this scheduling policy is that the order at which the kernels were inserted on the queues has significant impact

on the GPU occupancy. Suppose the example of Figure 1, where four kernels were submitted to execution. Each kernel requests a different amount

of resources and has different execution times. In Figure 1A, we show their execution considering the submission order {k1, k2, k3, k4}. According to

the CUDA scheduler, kernel k1 is submitted first, and kernel k2 is also submitted due to the left-over policy. When k2 finishes, k3 is submitted, but k4

has to wait since its requested resource is not available. We can observe that, from t0 to t1, there are 40% of the resources still available and, from

t2 to t3, there are 50% available. If we consider a different order to submit the kernels and submit in the order {k4, k1, k3, k2}, the CUDA scheduler

will execute the kernels, as shown in Figure 1B. We can observe that, until t3, there are at most 20% of the resources available, which improves

significantly the resource usage.

In this work, we propose an optimization strategy that determines the best order to submit the kernels to the GPU. The idea is to simulate the

assignment of kernels to the hardware queues in order to maximize the resources utilization, improving the overall throughput. Our approach

models the problem of selecting which kernels are better to submit to take the most advantage of the available resources as a series of knapsack

problems. We model the set of the available resources as the knapsack capacity and the set of kernels as the items to be put into the knapsack. The

kernels have weights and values according to the amount of resource usage and the estimated execution time. The solution to the knapsack problem

establishes the subset of kernels whose total weight is smaller than the available resources and the total value is as large as possible. We use a

dynamic programming algorithm to solve the knapsack problem, and the algorithm outputs a reordering of the kernels submission that maximizes

the resource utilization.

We present results of a series of experiments using real-world and synthetic applications with a different number of kernels and resource require-

ments. Our reordering approach was able to reduce the average turnaround time and increase the system throughput for real-world and synthetic

applications compared to random kernel submission. We also show that the overhead of computing a number of knapsack problems is negligible

compared to the obtained gains.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview about GPU Multiprogramming concepts and possibilities.

Section 3 presents previous works on GPU concurrent kernel execution. Section 4 gives a brief introduction to the problem we are facing. Section 5

describes the proposed reordering approach. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions and presents

future research directions.
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FIGURE 2 Execution profile of all the Rodinia benchmark applications when they are launched at the same time to run on the GPU

2 GPU MULTIPROGRAMMING

In the earlier years, GPUs could only execute one kernel at a time. Thread-level parallelism was extensively used to exploit the GPU hardware and

to hide latencies such as global memory accesses, control flow divergences, or synchronization. Despite the success of thread-level parallelism in

providing substantial speedups for a number of applications, the GPU architecture has evolved to support concurrent kernel execution. Sharing the

GPU among multiple kernels can improve utilization and unleash the power of the GPU for a dynamic and highly virtualized environment. In addition,

the recent hardware trend that unifies the CPU and GPU memory will drastically reduce the data transfer cost and increase the competition for the

GPU resources.

Concurrent kernel execution is, however, a relatively new feature in NVIDIA GPUs. Along a decade of using the GPU for general purpose com-

puting, CUDA programmers are used to focus on exploiting thread-level parallelism, rather than kernel-level parallelism. Accordingly, most GPU

applications are composed of a number of kernels that execute in order. In the available scientific CUDA-based benchmark suites, we observe a

small number of applications that exploit concurrent kernel execution. Rodinia4 has only one application and SHOC5 has two applications, whereas

Parboil6 does not include any application with concurrent execution.

NVIDIA has introduced the Multi Process Service (MPS) to overcome this problem. MPS allows kernels from different processes (of different

applications) to execute concurrently on the GPU. The MPS service aggregates kernels from multiple processes and issues them to the GPU as if

they are coming from a single process. In this way, the Hyper-Q hardware can be better utilized.

We performed an experiment with MPS, where we submitted all the Rodinia benchmark applications at the same time to run on the GPU. Figure 2

shows the result of this execution using the CUDA Profiler tool7 on a K40 GPU. Each horizontal row in the figure represents the timeline of one

application execution. Each timeline shows the start and end of the activities that correspond to the kernel execution (red and black activities) and

the CPU-GPU memory transfers (yellow activities). A vertical column in the figure represents the activities that occur at the same time in the GPU.

Hence, vertical columns with more than one red or black activity represent concurrent kernel execution on the GPU. Examining the vertical columns,

there is scarce competition for the GPU resources in this execution. Kernels are invoked in different timeline moments; they have disparate execution

times and memory transfer overheads.

We believe that, in the future, GPUs will behave as multiprogrammed devices such as CPUs are in the present. In this scenario, a great number of

kernels will be sharing the GPU resources and our reordering algorithm would bring even more benefits to the overall throughput of the system.

3 RELATED WORK

Before the GPU had the hardware support to execute different kernels concurrently, there were some tentatives in overcoming this limitation in

a software by merging the source of different kernels into one single kernel to execute them concurrently. Guevara et al8 proposed a compile-time

system that merges two kernels into a single kernel, which they call thread interleaving. Peters et al9 proposed a persistent kernel (with a fixed num-

ber of thread blocks) that can execute different functions concurrently. In this way, it was possible to handle requests from different applications.

Wang et al10 addressed a limitation of the Fermi architecture that all the concurrent kernels must come from the same application. Their approach,

called context funneling, is similar to kernel merging but uses kernels from different contexts. However, kernels with different features, such as com-

putational intensive or memory bound, are treated equally at scheduling. Gregg et al11 proposed an OpenCL concurrent kernel scheduler that uses

thread interleaving. They combine two OpenCL dispatch operations into a single dispatch that launches the scheduler. The scheduler implements a

queue, and the thread blocks from the two kernels are put on the queue according to the scheduling algorithms: (i) round-robin with work-stealing
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and (ii) partitioning by kernel (ensures that the percentage of the resources assigned to each kernel remains fixed). Wang et al12 proposed ker-

nel fusion. Their focus, however, was on reducing energy consumption and improving power efficiency. Merging kernels at the source code or at

the runtime circumvents by software some hardware limitations in launching concurrent kernels, but they do not consider the different resource

requirements by the kernels.

On a different direction, some authors proposed mechanisms to modify the granularity of the kernels, by slicing them, in order to improve GPU

utilization. Zhong et al13 proposed to slice the kernel to create more opportunities for time sharing. They used a greedy algorithm to schedule the

slices. Ravi et al14 proposed the molding technique that allows the changing of the dimensions of grid and thread blocks, but the kernel code has to

accept this variation. Pai et al1 improved this technique, proposing the elastic kernel, that elasticizes any kind of kernel. They also proposed different

elastic-kernels aware of concurrency management policies. For real-time applications, the works of Tanasic et al15 and Park et al16 proposed the

implementation of preemption in the concurrent kernel execution.

There are also efforts in dividing the GPU resources among the concurrent kernels, called spatial multitasking. These efforts, however, focus on

proposing hardware enhancements to improve GPU utilization. Liang et al17 used the CUDA Profiler to determine the amount of global memory

requested for each kernel and computes the kernel behavior in terms of latency and memory bandwidth by executing each kernel with a dummy

counterpart. Their approach focuses not only on partitioning the SMs among the kernels but also on deciding which kernels execute concurrently.

They use a heuristic approach based on dynamic programming to divide the SMs and select the kernels for concurrent execution. Their spatial divi-

sion, however, is not currently supported by the hardware. Their framework to emulate the GPU execution can modify the register usage, which

can impact the results. Adriaens et al2 show that GPU applications have unbalanced resource utilization and also show through a simulation that

statically partitioning the GPU resources among applications offers performance benefits. They propose four partition schemes to divide the GPU

multiprocessors (SMs) among the applications. Their static division, however, does not take into account other resource usage other than the SMs.

Closer to our work are the proposals that focus on achieving maximum utilization based on the order in which GPU kernels are invoked on the

host side, called kernel reordering. Wende et al18 proposed kernel reordering for the Fermi hardware, where the concurrent kernel execution uses

only one scheduling queue. They create a scheduler thread that arranges the scheduling queue in a round-robin fashion, without considering the

threads resource utilization. They were successful in increasing the concurrency by interleaving different streams of execution in the same queue,

but modern GPU hardware have the Hyper-Q mechanism that implements these queues in hardware. Our work is closest to the work of Li et al19

that proposed a reordering scheme for GPU architectures with Hyper-Q technology available. Their approach computes a symbiotic score that tries

to co-execute kernels with complementary resource usage and predicted power consumption using the concept of execution rounds – the round

of simultaneous thread block execution on the SMs. They try to fulfill a round with symbiotic kernels using a greedy algorithm for the problem of

multidimensional bin-packing. Although they also propose a reordering scheme, their solution is not directly comparable to ours. They focus on

power prediction and they schedule for rounds of execution using a greedy approach. Our scheme, on the other hand, bases the scheduling decisions

on an estimated kernel execution time and schedules the kernel as a whole. Nevertheless, we compare our dynamic programming scheme with the

greedy algorithm to give an idea of their different scheduling decisions.

4 PROBLEM DEFINITION

For a given GPU device, D, let Ord = {k0, k1, … , kN−1} be the list of N independent kernels in the order at which they are submitted for execution on

D (ki is submitted before ki+1). Since our reordering strategy is dynamically executed, our solution can be used in GPUs that are constantly receiving

new kernel execution demands. In this sense, Ord can be dynamically updated. Let NSM denote the number of SMs of D and consider the resources

Rj|j ∈ {0,1,2}, where:

• R0 is the shared memory size per SM;

• R1 is the number of registers per SM;

• R2 is the maximum supported number of threads per SM.

The total capacity of the each resource of D is defined as Wj = Rj × NSM | j ∈ {0,1,2}. At a certain time during the execution, there are m kernels

executing concurrently on D, using a percentage of Wj. The available resources at this time are called Wav
j

| j ∈ {0,1,2}. Every time a kernel finishes

and releases resources, new kernels are selected for execution according to the amount of available resources.

In order to find a new submission order, Ordnew, so that the resource utilization is maximized, we model the problem of selecting a number of

new kernels to submit and take advantage of the available resources as a multidimensional knapsack problem. In the model, at the beginning of the

execution and at each time a kernel finishes, D represents the knapsack with the capacity equal to the available resources, and the non-submitted

kernels represent the items to be packed into the knapsack.

For each remaining non-submitted kernel ki, the following information are collected:

• test
i

: the estimated execution time;

• shi: the amount of shared memory required per block;

• nri: the number of registers required per block;
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• nti: the maximum number of threads launched per block;

• nbi: the number of blocks.

Regarding the estimated execution time, there are a number of approaches that predict it based on different techniques, such as simulation,

machine learning, and analytic models.20 Another solution consists in using time measures of a previous execution of the application.21 The study

and the implementation of such performance models are beyond the scope of this work.

The amount of shared memory, registers, and threads can be dynamically obtained by NVIDIA tools.7 We assign for each kernel ki a weight wij(i ∈
{0, …,N−1}, j ∈ {0,1,2}) that represents the amount of required resource j: wi0 = shi×nbi, wi1 = nri×nbi, and wi2 = nti×nbi. Note that, if∃j|wij > Rj,

ki may still run since the GPU can schedule a number of blocks from ki that fit into the GPU and, after they finish, they can schedule the remaining

blocks. In this case, to consider ki a candidate item, we have to adjust wij = Rj.

We also assign a value vi for each kernel ki that accounts for the average of the percentage of the resources required per unit of time. Kernels with

smaller execution times will have higher values of vi.

vi =
shi

R0
+ nri

R1
+ nti

R2

3 × test
i

(1)

Each knapsack problem consists of choosing the amount of kernels that the corresponding profit sum is maximized without having the weights

sums exceeding W.22 The knapsack 0-1 problem is formulated as the following maximization:

maximize
N−1∑
i=0

vixi (2)

subject to
N−1∑
i=0

wijxi ≤ Wj|j ∈ {0,1,2}, (3)

where xi ∈ {0,1}, xi = 1 if item i should be included in the knapsack, and xi = 0 otherwise. In this maximization problem, the maximization of the

knapsack profit represents the maximization of the GPU resource usage.

5 REORDERING APPROACH

Basically, our kernel reordering approach simulates the concurrent execution of the kernels. We define a set of S streams. In our current implemen-

tation, S is set to the number of hardware scheduling queues. Up to S kernels can be executed concurrently on the GPU. The algorithm considers

that the kernels are scheduled by the hardware in a Round-Robin fashion while there are available resources (as described in Section 1).

Algorithm 1 describes our approach. Overall, it iteratively simulates the termination of the earliest kernel on the streams and finds the next kernels

to insert into the streams by solving a knapsack problem with the non-submitted kernels and the available resources released by the earliest kernel.

Initially, KernelList receives all the kernels on Ord = {k0, k1, … , kN−1}, and Wav
j

= Wj,∀ j ∈ {0,1,2}. The order Ord represents the order at which

the kernels were invoked by the application.
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FIGURE 3 Example on building Ordnew from 4 streams in a Round-Robin fashion

While there are kernels in KernelList to be submitted, the algorithm finds a list of kernels to submit and takes advantage of the available resources.

The GetKernelsToSubmit function solves a 0-1 knapsack problem using a dynamic programming approach and outputs a list of kernels (NextSubmitList)

in a descending order of values, whose execution will maximize the use of the available resources. For each kernel ki in NextSubmitList, the algorithm

inserts the kernel into the stream whose finishing time (completion time of the last element) is the smallest. After that, the resources required by ki

are removed from W av, and ki is considered submitted by removing it from KernelList. The next step is to advance the execution and search for the

next kernel termination by the function SelectEarliestKernel. This function searches on the streams for the kernel with the smallest test, which means

the kernel with the earliest finishing time. The completion of the earliest kernel is simulated by inserting its required resources back into W av.

At the end, the algorithm builds Ordnew by inspecting the streams in a round-robin fashion (Line 14) as exemplified in Figure 3.

5.1 Obtaining a kernel submission set by solving a knapsack problem

We modeled our problem as a multidimensional knapsack problem. However, because the multidimensional knapsack is computationally harder

than the classical knapsack problem, we adapt it so that it is solved as the classical problem by using a dynamic programming approach. Remark

that the dynamic programming algorithm for the knapsack problem has a time complexity of O(NW), where N is the number of items and W is the

capacity of the knapsack, and it also requires O(NW) space.

At first, we need to consider that kernel weights and GPU capacity are represented by an integer.

In order to decide which items shall be put into the knapsack using the classic 0-1 dynamic programming, where each item in the knapsack has

a weight and an associated value, we need to use a recurrence equation to construct a matrix. In this matrix, the rows represent the number of

each item to be included into the knapsack and the columns represent all possible weights from zero to the maximum capacity of the knapsack. To

adapt this algorithm to a multi-dimensional problem, each item (kernel) now will have a number of weights, which are registers, shared memory, and

a number of threads associated with it. In addition, each column of this matrix will be represented by the linearization of the weights in the three

dimensions, transforming the multi-dimensional problem into one-dimensional and leaving the matrix in the same way as that used in the classic

dynamic programming. So, to access the elements of the matrix instead of representing the capacity of the GPU by three elements, W0,W1, and

W2, we calculated a unique value W to represent it. Analogously, the resources required by each kernel ki, represented also by three values, were

reduced to a unique one, wi. Then, W = W0×W1×W2, and for each kernel ki, wi = (wi0×W1×W2)+(wi1×W2)+wi2. However, note that, when a kernel

is chosen, instead of decreasing a unique kernel weight from the GPU capacity, each of the three associated weights (resources) is decremented

separately. The linearization is used only to access the elements of the matrix.

Algorithm 2 presents the main procedure of the dynamic programming method used to solve our problem. It requires the following variables and

constants:

• W av - constant, representing the available capacity of the GPU

• N - constant, number of kernels

• tempW - variable initialized with W

• SelectedKernels - variable, representing a set of kernels

• wi - constant, representing the weight of kerneli

• vi - constant, representing the value of kerneli

• M - variable, matrix of size (N + 1) × (W + 1) built by the dynamic programming method

• NextSubmitList - list of ordered kernels
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Basically, algorithm 2 works as follows. In lines 2 and 3, the variables SelectedKernels and tempW are initialized with an empty set of kernels and the

total capacity of the GPU, respectively. In line 4, the KnapsackMatrix function is called with parameters KernelList and W av, containing all kernels to be

ordered and the available capacity of the GPU, and returns the matrix M. For each kernel ki, in line 5, if there are remaining resources, the possibility

of including ki is evaluated by consulting the matrix M. Line 7 tests if ki was selected by the dynamic programming method. If the value of the current

line i is different from the previous one in column tempW (meaning that the dynamic programming method selected ki), it is subtracted by wi and ki

is included in the set SelectedKernels (lines 8 and 9). After that, NextSubmitList receives the elements of SelectedKernels ordered in descending order

of value by OrderSet (line 10).

Algorithm 2 calls the function KnapsackMatrix, detailed in Algorithm 3, which returns the matrix M. A row of M represents a kernel, whereas a

column represents a linearized quantity of resources. This matrix is initialized in line 3 of Algorithm 3. It can be updated either in line 7 or line 9. In

line 7, a cell of M is copied to another one, meaning that the object (kernel ki) is not selected to be included in the knapsack (GPU) because it exceeds

the remaining capacity of the knapsack; otherwise, it can be included in the knapsack whether it results in some profit (line 9).

6 RESULTS

6.1 Computational environment

We used two different GPU architectures in our experiments: NVIDIA TITAN X (Maxwell architecture) and Tesla K40 (Kepler architecture). Their

characteristics are presented in Table 1. Each GPU was on a separate server machine running GNU/Linux Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit) with CUDA 7.5

connected via PCIe. Also, the TITAN X is connected to an Intel i7-5930 K @ 3.50 GHz with six cores and 32 GB of RAM, and the K40 is connected to

an Intel i7-950 @ 3.07 GHz with four cores and 8 GB of RAM.
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TABLE 1 GPU configurations

TITAN X K40

Number of cores 3072 2880

Core Clock 1000 MHz 745 MHz

RAM 24 GB 12 GB

Memory Bandwidth 336.5 GB/s 288 GB/s

Capability 5.2 3.5

Number of SMs 24 15

Shared Memory per SM 96 KB 48 KB

Number of Registers per SM 64 K 64 K

Max number of threads per SM 2048 2048

Architecture Maxwell Kepler

Peak Performance 6.6 TFLOPS 4.2 TFLOPS

We implemented a wrapper as an intermediate layer between CUDA applications and the CUDA driver that intercepts the kernels invocation.

Our wrapper captures the number of blocks and threads from the invocation command and creates an execution queue. The kernels in this execution

queue are submitted to run on the GPU in the order given by our approach.

6.2 Applications

We evaluate our reordering algorithm using two different types of benchmarks. The first type is a set of real-world applications selected from

the benchmark suite Rodinia.4 The second type is a set of synthetic benchmarks whose size and resource usage can be procedurally varied for

experimentation. We did not generate tests with all possible permutations of kernel orders due to the intractable number of possibilities.

From the Rodinia benchmark suite, we select Speckle Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion version 2 (SRAD), Breadth-First Search (BFS), LU Decom-

position (LUD), Hotspot 3D (HS3) and 2D (HS2), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Path Finder (PF), and Heart Wall (HW). These applications represent

general-purpose GPU applications with diverse characteristics, including thread structures, computation, and memory access patterns. The appli-

cations details are shown in Table 2.

In order to increase the competition for the GPU resources (avoiding the effects shown in Figure 2), we executed the kernels from these

applications as if they were invoked at the same time.

To evaluate future scenarios where the GPU behaves as a multiprogrammed device, we propose a set of synthetic kernels where we can increase

the resource competition and empirically simulate different resource consumption.

The general structure of each synthetic kernel ki in the set consists of a CUDA code that performs a set of arithmetic operations on an array of

integer numbers allocated on the shared memory. The number of blocks of ki and its resource requirements, shi and test
i

, are created randomly. The

value of shi determines the size of the array of integers, it varies from 1024 to 49152 bytes. The value of nti determines the number of threads per

block; we set it to 32. The value of test
i

determines the number of arithmetic operations performed whose execution time varies from 1 ms to 5 s. In

our experiments, we do not stress nri (we keep nri = 0).

We create a number of experiments where the number of competing kernels, N, varies in {32,64,128,256}, and for each value of N, we generate

a set of kernels. For each kernel in the set, the maximum number of blocks, NB, varies within {32,64,128,256,512} and the minimum number of

blocks is always set to 4.

TABLE 2 Rodinia applications characteristics

App Registers # Blocks # Threads Computation (𝛍s) Shared Memory (b)

K40 TITAN X

LUD 32 1 16 25 26 1024

HS3 36 1024 56 152 110 0

SRAD 21 16384 256 739 560 5120

PF 13 463 256 73 55 2048

BFS 19 1954 512 34 20 0

HS2 38 1849 256 204 156 3072

kNN 8 3840 256 68 41 0

HW 38 51 256 12759 12055 11872
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6.3 Metrics

Maximizing the GPU resources occupation does not always lead to better application performance. However, as we focus on multiprogrammed

GPUs, our metrics are system oriented, such as average turnaround time and system throughput.

The system oriented metrics used in our experiments are the Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) and the System Throughput (STP) pro-

posed by Eyerman and Eeckhout23 and used in the works of Pai et al1 and Park et al16 to evaluate multitasking on the GPU. ANTT is a lower-is-better

metric that measures the average turnaround time normalized by the kernel execution time (when the kernel is executed without concurrency). STP

is a higher-is-better metric that measures the number of tasks completed per unit time. Given that the turnaround time of a kernel ki is represented

by TTi and the turnaround time of ki when it is executed alone on the GPU without concurrency is TTSP
i

, ANTT and STP are computed according to

the following:

ANTT = 1
N

N−1∑
i=0

TTi

TTSP
i

(4)

STP =
N−1∑
i=0

TTSP
i

TTi
. (5)

6.4 Real applications results

In the experiments with real-world applications, we execute the kernels listed in Table 2 using three different submission orders: Dynamic, Random,

and Worst. The Dynamic submission is the one obtained after the execution of our dynamic programming reordering algorithm. The Random sub-

mission represents the average result of 10 random submission orders. The Worst submission represents the worst case scenario of the kernels

submission we had: the submission order gives preference to kernels with longer execution time.

Figure 4 compares the ANTT results for the three different submission orders. As we can observe, our reordering algorithm is able to reduce the

ANTT in 67% when compared to the Random submission. Compared with the worst case scenario, the reduction is significant around 94%. In the

worst case scenario, smaller kernels have to wait for longer time, this increases the average waiting time. Our reordering approach, on the other

hand, reduces the average waiting time because smaller kernels have higher values of vi (refer to Eq. (1)) and are submitted before the large ones.

Figure 5 shows the STP results for the three different submission orders. Our reordering algorithm can achieve an increment up to 1.4 times in

STP over the random submission. It can further provide an improvement of 1.6 times over the worst schedule.

6.5 Synthetic applications results

In the experiments with synthetic applications, we compare our approach with the Random submission scheme and also with a Greedy submission

order. The Greedy submission order uses a greedy algorithm to solve the knapsack problem, where the score is based on the ratio vi∕wi. The algorithm

starts by ordering the list of kernels in the descending order their scores. For all kernel candidates on the list, the algorithm selects the kernels with

the highest score that has sufficient resources to execute.
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FIGURE 4 ANTT results for Rodinia kernels on TITAN X
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FIGURE 5 STP results for Rodinia kernels on TITAN X
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FIGURE 6 ANTT for 32 kernels on TITAN X

In the experiments with synthetic kernels, we have the ability to vary in a controlled way the kernel resource requirements and we also have much

more kernels to evaluate. We generate 50 different sets of random kernels for each experiment. The results for Random submission represent the

average execution results of the 50 sets of kernels without any reorder scheme. The results for Dynamic and Greedy submissions represent the

average execution results of the same 50 sets of kernels using the two reorder algorithms. This way, we guarantee the evaluation of our reordering

approach under different substantial resource requirement scenarios.

Figures 6 to 9 show the ANTT results for the different set sizes' executions and the different values of NB. Error bars show standard errors. The

standard errors are quite small for Dynamic and Greedy and decrease with the increase in the number of kernels. We can observe in these figures

that reordering the kernel submission with dynamic programming or the greedy algorithm has significant impact on the average turnaround time

of the kernel set. The reductions in ANTT vary from 45% to 75%. We can observe that the kernel set with N = 256 produced more pronounced

gains. This occurs because there are more items to be put in the knapsack and the algorithm has more possibilities to fulfill it. When comparing our

dynamic programming scheme with the greedy approach, we obtain consistent gains in ANTT.

Table 3 shows the STP results for the same variations of N and NB. We observe in this table that the throughput is considerably increased using

a reordering scheme. Our dynamic programming approach increases STP from 1.6 to 3.2 times when compared with the Random submission and

from 1.2 to 2.3 times when compared with the greedy reordering scheme. This means that our approach is successfully increasing GPU utilization.
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FIGURE 7 ANTT for 64 kernels on TITAN X
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FIGURE 8 ANTT for 128 kernels on TITAN X

We illustrate this utilization in Figure 10. This figure shows the CUDA Profiler results for a part of the execution of N = 128 kernels with NB = 32.

Figure 10A shows the Random execution and Figure 10B shows the Dynamic execution. We can observe that the Random execution allows at most

10 kernels to run concurrently while Dynamic execution allows at most 24 concurrent kernels and a consequent increase in the resource usage.

6.6 Overhead

The kernel reordering is executed before the kernels are submitted to the GPU. Nevertheless, since the reordering computation involves solving a

combinatorial optimization problem, we assess the overhead of the reordering algorithm.

The overhead is computed by comparing the execution time of the reordering algorithm with the absolute gain in the average turnaround time of

the kernels (without normalization). We calculate the overhead as the ratio between the execution time of the proposed reordering algorithm with

the gain.
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FIGURE 9 ANTT for 256 kernels on TITAN X

TABLE 3 STP results for different values of N and NB, and Random and Dynamic submissions

STP

32 Kernels 64 Kernels 128 Kernels 256 Kernels

NB Random Dynamic Random Dynamic Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

32 10.5 18.6 13.8 28.5 16.7 41.0 19.7 55.7

64 8.2 15.6 9.5 21.8 11.5 30.8 12.8 41.5

128 6.1 12.1 7.0 16.7 8.3 23.2 9.3 29.9

256 5.3 9.4 5.5 13.4 6.5 17.0 7.5 22.3

512 4.3 7.0 5.5 10.0 6.1 13.6 6.6 16.3

FIGURE 10 Execution profile of a set with 128 kernels. A, Execution using the Random submission scheme. B, Execution using our reordering
approach

Table 4 shows, for the execution of 256 kernels, the average turnaround times (in milliseconds) using Random and Dynamic reordering, the abso-

lute gains obtained by Dynamic, the processing time of kernel reordering, and the overhead of this computation compared with the gain obtained.
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TABLE 4 Average turnaround time (without normalization) of Random
and Dynamic, with the absolute gains of Dynamic, the execution time of
kernel reordering, and its overhead for 256 kernels execution

NB Random Dynamic Gain Reordering Time Overhead

32 8014.3 4750.7 3263.6 8260.3 2.5

64 15091.3 8559.3 6531.9 8772.4 1.3

128 28746.6 16077.3 12669.3 10338.2 0.8

256 56529.7 33319.8 23209.8 9237.5 0.39

512 108929.2 68426.8 40502.3 10409.1 0.25

We can observe in this table that the overhead decreases with the increase in the number of blocks. This occurs because the small amount of compu-

tation leads to smaller gains in the average turnaround time. For the other experiments with the different number of kernels, we observed a similar

behavior. The largest overheads were found for small numbers of kernels and blocks. For the larger number of kernels, the execution time of the

dynamic programming algorithm increases since the time complexity is proportional to the number of kernels. However, in practice, the overhead

of solving the knapsack problems becomes small when compared with the reduction in the average turnaround time obtained with the resulting

reordering.

6.7 Portability

Our reordering scheme is a software solution that can be applied to any NVIDIA GPU architecture that uses the Hyper-Q technology. However, it

is important to notice that our reordering scheme requires different estimated execution times for each architecture.

We report on Tables 5 to 9 the ANTT and STP results for the K40 GPU. As shown, our solution still achieves reductions in ANTT and improvements

in STP when compared with the Random submissions.

For the kernels from the Rodinia benchmark suite, Table 5 shows that we achieved up to 77% improvement in ANTT and STP was improved 1.1

times. For the synthetic kernels, we obtained substantial reductions. From 31% to 73% of reduction in ANTT, STP was improved from 1.1 to 3.2

times. These results confirm that our reordering scheme is able to provide substantial gains in the Kepler architecture as well.

TABLE 5 ANTT and STP results for the Rodinia
kernels on K40

ANTT STP

Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

Rodinia 86.4 19.39 3.65 4.36

TABLE 6 ANTT and STP results for the synthetic
kernel sets with 32 kernels on K40

ANTT STP

NB Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

32 17 8.5 6.2 8.7

64 18 10 5.0 7.9

128 28 17 4.5 6.9

256 50 34 4.1 5.8

512 53 35 4.1 4.5

TABLE 7 ANTT and STP results for the synthetic
kernel sets with 64 kernels on K40

ANTT STP

NB Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

32 28 12 7.1 15

64 49 16 6.3 12

128 68 22 4.7 9.4

256 98 25 4.9 7.6

512 116 35 5.0 7.5
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TABLE 8 ANTT and STP results for the synthetic
kernel sets with 128 kernels on K40

ANTT STP

NB Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

32 56 23 8.4 21

64 91 32 6.9 18

128 133 40 5.6 13

256 166 59 5.9 11

512 220 76 5.6 10

TABLE 9 ANTT and STP results for the synthetic
kernel sets with 256 kernels on K40

ANTT STP

NB Random Dynamic Random Dynamic

32 115 50 9.2 29

64 183 64 7.4 22

128 261 85 6.9 17

256 355 108 6.1 13

512 419 143 6.3 12

Comparing Kepler and Maxwell architectures, we observe some important differences. On Kepler, the shared memory and L1 data cache share

64 KB of memory space. On Maxwell, the shared memory is independent and has 96 KB. In addition, Maxwell has doubled the maximum number of

active blocks per SM from 16 to 32. These differences should result in occupancy and concurrency opportunities improvements on Maxwell. Our

reordering scheme takes advantage of these improved occupancy and concurrency opportunities of Maxwell and provided more pronounced gains

when compared with the Kepler results.

7 CONCLUSIONS

As the GPU hardware continues to evolve, offering an increasing amount of resources, it is likely that, in the future, the GPU will move toward a mul-

tiprogrammed device. In this scenario, sharing the GPU resources is essential to improve the computational throughput. In this work, we propose a

reordering strategy that focuses on the order at which the kernels are submitted to execute on the GPU. Our idea is to use an optimization algorithm

that solves a series of knapsack problems to find the kernels that maximize the GPU utilization. Every time there are available resources, the

algorithm models the amount of resources as the knapsack capacity and attempts to fulfill the knapsack with kernels that take the most advantage

of these available resources, favoring kernels with smaller execution time.

We present a series of experiments using two different GPU architectures. The experiments use real-world and synthetic applications with a

different number of kernels and resource requirements. Our results show that the reordering provides gains in the average turnaround time of the

kernels and in the system throughput compared to the Random kernels submission. The overhead of the reordering algorithm is negligible, compared

with the gains in the average turnaround time. We also show that our approach provides similar gains in the Kepler and the Maxwell architecture.

In a future work, we intend to consider the NVIDIA execution model of waves of simultaneous blocks execution in our scheduling approach,

instead of considering kernels as monolithic blocks that need to fit their resources into the SMs. We also intend to extend our wrapper to work like

the NVIDIA Multi-Process Service (MPS), which handles the tasks from multiple applications, to take advantage of our reordering approach.
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